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Semester II, 2021 
Review and Test Practice (135 minutes) 
 
Review: Identifications  (closed book; 60 minutes)  Identify as thoroughly as you can (by 
author, title, speaker, location within the work, etc.) 10 of the following 17 selections and 
write two brief sentences on its significance. 
 
1. “The game has gone into other spots” 
 
2.  “Charles I of England deserved what he got—but it was not the people who executed 

him for his crimes, it was as big criminals as himself. The Merchant Adventurers and 
other seventeenth century monopolists plotted to get him put out of the way—out of their 
way. They also rigged the building up of a code of defensive ‘rights’ behind which to 
operate. Political freedom is individualist freedom. The Russian does not want to be an 
individual. No thank you! the Russian would say. I don’t want to have the ‘right’ to be an 
individual and to starve. I wish to be an integral social being. The socialist organization of 
the national economy produces a new kind of individual, one who ceases to be an 
individual in your sense, so I should not know what to do with the anarchic liberties of 
your individuals. That’s what the Russian would say! Our liberation from capitalist 
slavery, he’d say, that is my liberty—the abolition of private ownership of the instruments 
and means of production has put me beyond the need of your protections. My body is part 
of the socialist body, what can habeas corpus mean to me? That was invented to protect 
an individualist against a King. There are no Kings and no individuals of that sort in 
Soviet Russia. Your ‘hope’, my dear sir, of a ‘development’, as you call it, of the 
communist philosophy towards individualism, and its corresponding ‘rights’, makes me 
laugh. I’m sorry.” 
 

3.  I didn’t know then how soon and from what unexpected direction it would be 
attacked. 

  It was the very next day. The sun had risen clear of the southern shoulder of Koh-ring, 
which still hung, like an evil attendant, on our port quarter. It was intensely hateful to my 
sight. During the night we had been heading all round the compass, trimming the yards 
again and again, to what I fear must have been for the most part imaginary puffs of air. 
Then just about sunrise we got for an hour an inexplicable, steady breeze, right in our 
teeth. There was no sense in it. It fitted neither with the season of the year nor with the 
secular experience of seamen as recorded in books, nor with the aspect of the sky. Only 
purposeful malevolence could account for it. It sent us travelling at a great pace away 
from our proper course; and if we had been out on pleasure sailing bent it would have 
been a delightful breeze, with the awakened sparkle of the sea, with the sense of motion 
and a feeling of unwonted freshness. Then, all at once, as if disdaining to carry farther the 
sorry jest, it dropped and died out completely in less than five minutes. 
 

4.  That is the second jest. It signifies that those who would desire to behold a proper 
memorial to Kurban Sahib must look out at the house. And, Sahib, the house is not there, 
nor the well, nor the big tank which they call dams, nor the little fruit-trees, nor the cattle. 
There is nothing at all, Sahib, excerpt the two trees withered by the fire. The rest is like 
the desert here—or my hand—or my heart. Empty, Sahib—all empty! 

 



5. No! No! No! The excellent policeman would, when the time came, hold up his hand. 
Another motor car passed. How utterly unattractive! Why should a girl of that age paint 
black round her eyes? And a young man, with a girl, at this hour, when the country— 

 
6.  “But why—why—” 

“Why did I play a lone hand?” She smiled a little, remembering the last time she had 
used the words. 

“Such an elaborate comedy!” 
“My friend—I had to save him. The evidence of a woman devoted to him would not 

have been enough—you hinted as much yourself. But I know something of the 
psychology of crowds. Let my evidence be wrung from me, as an admission, damning me 
in the eyes of the law, and a reaction in favour of the prisoner would immediately set in.” 

 
7. It is the first time I have heard him laugh, and it sends a shiver down my spine, coming as 

it does so inappropriately upon the tragic death of his old friend. “Poor blighter,” he says 
quietly, “and last night he was so curious abaout it all. It’s very queer, chums, I always 
think. Naow, ’e knows as much abaout it as they’ll ever let ’im know, and last night ’e 
was all in the dark.” 

 
8. For that day we all must labour, 

Though we die before it break; 
Cows and horses, geese and turkeys, 
All must toil for freedom’s sake. 

 
9. Words of this kind are often used in a consciously dishonest way. That is, the person who 

uses them has his own private definition, but allows his hearer to think he means 
something quite different. 

 
10. K.15 wasn’t playing fair. 
 
11. White planes no trace shining white one only shining white infinite but that known not. 

Light heat all known all white heart breath no sound. 
 
 
12.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



13.  The train pulled up. The soldier leaped down and waved. As the train started again, I 
unpacked my abstract funeral and looked at it for a few moments. 

“To hell with the idea,” I said. “It’s a real funeral I want.” 
“All in good time,” said a voice from the corridor. 
“You again,” I said. It was the soldier. 
“No,” he said, “I got off at the last station. I’m only a notion of myself.” 
“Look here,” I said, “would you be offended if I throw all this away?” 
“Of course not,” said the soldier. “You can’t offend a notion.” 

 
14.  They went outside to inspect the buildings and the orchard. There’d be a good crop of 

damsons, he said, but the apple-trees would have to be replanted. Peering through the 
brambles, she saw a row of mouldering beehives. 

  ‘And I’, she said, ‘shall learn the secrets of the bee.’ 
  He helped her over a stile and they walked uphill across two fields overgrown with 

gorse and blackthorn. The sun had dropped behind the escarpment, and swirls of coppery 
cloud were trailing over the rim. The thorns bit her ankles and tiny beads of blood burst 
through the white of her stockings. She said, ‘I can manage,’ when he offered to carry 
her. 

  The moon was up by the time they came back to the horses. The moonlight caught the 
curve of her neck, and a nightingale flung liquid notes into the darkness. He slipped an 
arm around her waist and said, ‘Could you live in this?’ 

  ‘I could,’ she said, turning to face him, as he knotted his hands in the small of her 
back. 

 
15. Then the Countess threw her diamond brooch through the ice of a frozen pond: “Dive in 

and fetch it for me,” she said; she thought the girl would drown. But the Count said: “Is 
she a fish, to swim in such cold weather?” Then her boots leapt off the Countess’s feet 
and on to the girl’s legs. Now the Countess was bare as a bone and the girl furred and 
booted; the Count felt sorry for his wife. 

 
16.  The twenty years that followed the Makerere conference gave the world a unique 

literature—novels, stories, poems, plays written by Africans in European languages—
which soon consolidated itself into a tradition with companion studies and a scholarly 
industry. 

Right from its conception it was the literature of the petty bourgeoisie born of the 
colonial schools and universities. It could not be otherwise, given the linguistic medium 
of its message. Its rise and development reflected the gradual accession of this class to 
political and even economic dominance. 

 
17.  In the renewed silence, I return to sheets of paper which smell just a little of turmeric, 

ready and willing to put out of its misery a narrative which I left yesterday hanging in 
mid-air-just as Scheherazade, depending for her very survival on leaving Prince Shahryar 
eaten up by curiosity, used to do night after night! I’ll begin at once: by revealing that my 
grandfather’s premonitions in the corridor were not without foundation. In the succeeding 
months and years, he fell under what I can only describe as the sorcerer’s spell of that 
enormous—and as yet unstained—perforated cloth. 

“Again?” Aadam’s mother said, rolling her eyes. “I tell you, my child, that girl is so 
sickly from too much soft living only. Too much sweetmeats and spoiling, because of the 
absence of a mother’s firm hand. But go, take care of your invisible patient, your mother 
is all right with her little nothing of a headache.” 



Test Practice: Essay (open-book; 15 minutes for thought and planning, 1 hour for writing)  
British fiction, like Muriel Spark’s “The House of the Famous Poet” notions and the currently 
spreading and evolving viruses and social media content, is both conceptual and physical. 
Consider the group of circulating memes below: 
 



  



When are readings valid and when are they misguided or completely mistaken, even if 
sincere? The memes variously use the same book, Animal Farm, to speak about Trumpism, 
feminism, climate consciousness, addiction, anxiety and more. Some assume there is a right 
way to read the book and ridicule those they see as the wrong way.  
 
How does the approach to a text shape the experience of it? Focusing on at least two works 
we have read, one from each set below, show how an illuminating reading can be done. 
Discuss your approach, explain how it reveals meaningful aspects of the text, and investigate 
the assumptions and implications of your reading. 
 
Set A 
• “How the Leopard Got His Spots” 
• “A Sahib’s War” 
• “The Witness for the Prosecution” 
• “Mrs. Dalloway in Bond Street” 
• “Guests of the Nation” 
• “Hide and Seek” 
• “My Fellow Traveler to Oxford” 
• “Ping” 
• “The House of the Famous Poet” 
• “The Snow Child” 
• Midnight’s Children 
• Watchmen 

Set B 
• The Shadow-Line 
• Animal Farm 
• On the Black Hill 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


